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Materials:  
Rectangle Shell Earrings 
02 Bead Gallery® gold tone edge shell 14x33mm (17929) 
02 Bead Gallery® large shell hollow rectangle 25x35mm beads (19701) 
04 gold tone eye pins 
02 gold tone ear wire 
 
Conch Slice Earrings 
02 Bead Gallery® conch slice 20x4mm (19699) 
02 Bead Gallery® spiny oyster round lentil (19703) 
04 gold tone head pins 
02 gold tone ear wires 
04 gold tone 4mm jump ring 
04 gold tone 10mm jump ring 
 
Ammonite Fossil Earrings 
02 Bead Gallery® ammonite fossil 22mm (19702) 
02 Bead Gallery® Shiva eye shell 17mm (19710) 
02 gold tone eye pins 
02 gold tone head pins 
02 gold tone ear wire 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: Less than 15 minutes per earring set 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Beginner 
 
Instructions: 
 
      Rectangle Shell Earrings 

1. Using head pin, string rectangle shell through center 
and form a simple loop. 

2. Repeat step 1 on other side of rectangle shell. 
3. Open bottom loop and connect shell pendant. 
4. Attach ear wire to top loop. 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for 2nd earring. 

 
      Rectangle Shell Earrings 

1. Using eye pin, string spiny oyster lentil, and form a 
simple loop. 



2. Using eye pin, string conch shell, and form a simple 
loop. 

3. Attach 10mm jump ring to each loop. 
4. Bring 10mm jump rings up, and connect 4mm jump 

ring. 
5. Using 4mm jump ring, connect spiny oyster lentil loop 

to 4mm jump ring from step 4. 
6. Attach ear wire to top of earring. 
7. Repeat steps 1-6 for 2nd earring. 

 
      Ammonite Fossil Earrings 

1. Using head pin, string ammonite fossil, and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Using eye pin, string Shiva eye shell, and form a 
simple loop. 

3. Connect Shiva eye shell loop to ammonite fossil loop. 
4. Connect ear wire to top Shiva eye shell loop. 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for 2nd earring. 


